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	Coping with Interference in Wireless Networks (Signals and Communication Technology), 9789048199891 (9048199891), Springer, 2010

	Unlike wired networks where transmitters have no effect on receivers other than their own, in wireless networks we are limited by interference. The traditional routing methods are not optimal any more when it comes to a wireless medium. The maximum data rate on each link depends not only on the power in that link but also on the transmitted power from adjacent links. That is why the problem of power optimal routing needs to be solved jointly with scheduling. This suggests a cross layer design method as opposed to traditional networking where the algorithm for each layer is designed separately. In Coping with Interference in Wireless Networks we introduce several methods engaging different layers of network to mitigate interference in a wireless network.


	In this book we study the effect of interference and methods of coping with it in a wireless network. We approach the problem from three different perspectives. The first which involves physical layer is a method to cancel out interference in a multiaccess channel. We consider J transmitter units each equipped with N transmit antennas over wireless Rayleigh fading channels. Previously, it was proved that when each transmitter unit has N transmit antennas, using (J − 1)N + r receive antennas for any r ≥ 1, the receiver can completely separate the signals of J users. The provided diversity to each user was shown to be Nr if the units employ space-time trellis codes even if the units transmit asynchronously. Here, we consider the case when all units are synchronized and employ Quasi-Orthogonal Space-Time Block Codes (N >2). It is proved that in this case a receiver with J +r −1 antennas, with r ≥ 1, can separate the transmitted signals of all units and provide each unit with a diversity order of Nr.


	Based on our interference cancellation technique, we then offer an array processing scheme which provides trade-off between diversity and spatial multiplexing. It is shown via simulations that this array processing scheme performs better than well-known modulation schemes, e.g. space-time block codes and BLAST, for a moderate number of receive antennas. We then derive the diversity order of these multiple antenna multi-user cancellation and detection schemes.


	In our second approach we assume the physical layer did not remove interference fully.We then try to optimize our medium-access control (MAC) layer.We consider the problem of joint routing, scheduling and power control in multi-hop wireless networks. We use a linear relation between link capacity and signal to interference noise ratio in our formulation. In a previous work, using a duality approach, the optimal link scheduling and power control that minimizes the total average transmission power is found. We formulate this problem as a linear programming problem with exponential number of constraints. To cope with the exponential number of constraints, we propose an iterative algorithm based on the cutting plane method. The separation Oracle for the cutting plane algorithm turns out to be an elementwise concave optimization problem that can be effectively solved using branch and bound algorithm.
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Hacking Knoppix (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Knoppix is so cool. It's easy to use, ultra-portable, and doesn't care what platform you're using. It camps on your system without canceling out your regular installation or messing with your files. And it's really fun to play with. Here are all kinds of ways to customize Knoppix for your particular needs, plus the scoop on various Knoppix distros....

		

Hardcore Visual Basic: Version 5.0Microsoft Press, 1997
Bruce McKinney's Hardcore Visual Basic is a revised edition of his guide to advanced programming in VB. Updated for Visual Basic 5.0, this book is best at outlining some of the new language features in Visual Basic 5.0, especially its improved support for type libraries and object-oriented programming. The heart of this book is dedicated...

		

RFID-A Guide to Radio Frequency IdentificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book provides an introduction to RFID technology. It describes and addresses the following: How RFID works, how it is and can be used in current and future applications. The History of RFID technology, the current state of practice and where RFID is expected to be taken in the future. The role of middleware software to route data between the...




	

Cellular Proteins and Their Fatty Acids in Health and DiseaseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	In light of the increasing importance of these proteins and their ligands for our understanding of cellular growth, differentiation, and development, as well as of diseases such as obesity, insulin resistance, atherosclerosis, cancer, and inflammation, a team of internationally renowned editors and authors have compiled here the very first...


		

EclipseO'Reilly, 2004
Welcome to Eclipse, today's premiere  Java™ Integrated development environment (IDE).  Eclipse is an extraordinary tool, and it fills a long-standing need  among Java developers—no longer do you have to suffer through  pages of errors scrolling off the screen while using command-line  Java compilers. Now you've got an...


		

Pro Java 7 NIO.2 (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011

	The recommended entry point to start exploring the NIO.2 API, also known as “JSR 203: More New I/O


	APIs for the Java Platform” (NIO.2), is the new abstract class java.nio.file.Path. This class is a

	milestone of NIO.2, and every application that involves I/O operations will exploit the powerful facilities

	of this...
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